
EC1 Igor Skórzybót

Proposers:
Agenda item: 6. Executive Committee Candidates

Age:
25

Gender:
Male

Organisation:
Ostra Zieleń – Polish Young
Greens

Your E-mail Address:
i.skorzybot@gmail.com

Introduction

Dear Green friends,

Back in 2015, talking to other young greens at the beginning of my
activist path, I heard mainly a lack of faith in change, ignorance
of the power of young people, a desire to copy solutions from the
West. But I learned together with all of Eastern Europe. A few years
later, I see that we are the change. We have green parliamentarians
from Poland to North Macedonia, even a green prime minister in
Montenegro, new green parties are being created with young greens.
Eastern Europe has become an important player not only in the green
movement, but also in theworld. Our countries are among the largest
donors of support to Ukraine. Eastern Europe supported Belarusian
democratic movement. Despite the problems we still have: of legal
and organizational, financial, geopolitical or those related to low
political culture in our countries, we are the change. CDN can only
speed it up.

I have been active in CDN work since 2021, participating in four
events, including being a member of the Prep Team at the ”Why to
Participate” seminar in Skopje. Earlier, I was also active in Polish
Young Greens since 2015, where I was a EC Member and Project
Manager, as well as internationally, doing an internship on projects
and non-formal education at FYEG and being active in smaller
regional cooperations. CDN does a brilliant job. I believe that among
all European green organizations, CDN has the greatest potential for
being a driving force of change. I want to continue the current line,
and also contribute to better use of this potential through:

1. Greater politicization of the activities.

We need to show how to speed up a change! CDN works great
in building capacity and raising awareness about the existence of
problems common to Eastern Europe. However, I believe that we are
not using our full political potential. The postulates and solutions
we worked out, contained primarily in the political platform and
resolutions from the GA, were too rarely disseminated and developed
in communication. During educational events, too little time is
devoted to presenting and critically evaluating existing solutions.
Greater focus on our political message will allow us to strengthen
our response to current events and build the structures and capacity
of MOs/POs. Raising political topics within the context of Eastern
Europe, with the involvement of MOs/POs, for example by providing
graphic templates or posts before publication, can also make their
work on external communication easier.



EC1: Igor Skórzybót

2. Better internal communication.

We need to see that we are the change! External communication
of CDNu - which is one of the points of the strategy for 2022-
2024 - has significantly improved. More people know about CDN’s
activities and positions, but that’s not enough tomake them engaged.
From the experience of working as the International Secretary of
my MO, I know that it is difficult to convince young people to
participate in the work of international organizations because they
do not know what to expect. Calls for participants and reports from
events may be incomprehensible to people who have never before
- as is usually the case in our region - had to do with non-formal
and intercultural education or work within a structured political
organization. Educational activities, local actions or the work of EC
should be better communicated on internal channels, mainly the
telegram group, in an informal way, so that people know what issues
we deal with and how we work, not only from later posts on social
media and possible reports of participants from their MOs/POs. I
managed to carry out a similar reform in the Polish Young Greens,
which used to have a much bigger problem with that.

3. Further grant possibilities.

We need to be able to do a change according to the capacities!
Grant projects in recent years have allowed the organization of
many wonderful locals. It will and should be continued. However, as
was already discussed within European Young Greens, organizing an
activity requires a much smaller amount of funds, and the allocation
of a large grant and bureaucracy associated with reporting is too
severe for the organization. I will look for the possibility of financing
smaller financial grants for MOs/POs throughout the whole year.

My knowledge and experience also allow me to conscientiously
perform other duties of an EC member, such as continued support
for Ukraine, co-creation and participation in educational projects,
further developing the structures or raising topics related to Eastern
Europe in the entire (Young) Green movement in Europe under the
mandate given by GA.

Igor
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Application for Executive Committee Member

Name:    Igor Surname:

 

Skórzybót 

Gender: Male Age: 25

Nationality and Country of 
residence:

Polish/Poland

Home address (postal address): Grzybowska 5/213, 00-132 Warszawa, Poland

Mobile phone number: +48 514 939 065

E mail address:  i.skorzybot@gmail.com

Name of your organisation:

Ostra Zieleń – Polish Young Greens

Please explain your role in the 
organisation (member, activist, 
volunteer, position) and your 
main responsibilities: 

EC Member/International Secretary

Responsibilities includes communication with 
international organizations, transparency policy 
within organization, creating new IRPs and 
educational workplan in 2022.
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Phone number of your 
organisation:

-

E mail address of your 
organisation:

ostra@partiazieloni.pl

Web site of your organisation: Ostra-zielen.pl

What is your motivation to become Executive Committee member:

I have been active in CDN work since 2021, participating in four events, including being a 
member of the Prep Team at the "Why to Participate" seminar in Skopje. Earlier, I was also active
in Polish Young Greens since 2015, where I was a Spokesperson and Project Manager, as well 
as internationally, doing an internship on projects and non-formal education at FYEG and being 
active in smaller regional cooperations. CDN does a brilliant job. Despite the problems of legal 
and organizational, financial, geopolitical or those related to low political culture in our countries, I 
believe that among all European green organizations, CDN has the greatest potential for being a 
driving force of change. 

Please, shortly present your previous CDN experience:

Prep-team member of “Why to Participate”, Skopje, 04.2022

Participant of two study sessions in Budapest, 2021 and 2022; participant at 
GUMMPLA cross-regional meeting in Tirana 2021.Speaker at "Youth Mobilisation 
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During the War" webinar, 10.2022

Speaker at Legalization Vision on Poland, 08.2021

What is your vision for our Network? Is there anything you would like to improve,
implement or set for the future during your mandate?

I want to continue the current line, and also contribute to better use of this potential through:

1. Greater politicization of the activities. 

CDN  works  great  in  building  capacity  and  raising  awareness  about  the  existence  of

problems common to Eastern Europe. However, I believe that we are not using our full political

potential. The postulates and solutions we worked out, contained primarily in the political platform

and resolutions from the GA, were too rarely disseminated and developed in communication.

During educational events, too little time is devoted to presenting and critically evaluating existing

solutions. Greater focus on our political  message will  allow us to strengthen our response to

current events and build the structures and capacity of MOs/POs. Raising political topics within

the  context  of  Eastern  Europe,  with  the  involvement  of  MOs/POs,  for  example  by  providing

graphic  templates  or  posts  before  publication,  can  also  make  their  work  on  external

communication easier.

2. Better internal communication. 

External communication of CDNu - which is one of the points of the strategy for 2022-2024

- has significantly improved. More people know about CDN's activities and positions, but that's

not  enough  to  make  them  engaged.  From  the  experience  of  working  as  the  International

Secretary of my MO, I know that it is difficult to convince young people to participate in the work

of international organizations because they do not know what to expect. Calls for participants and
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reports from events may be incomprehensible to people who have

never before - as is usually the case in our region - had to do with non-formal and intercultural

education or work within a structured political organization. Educational activities, local actions or

the work of EC should be better communicated on internal channels, mainly the telegram group,

in an informal way, so that people know what issues we deal with and how we work, not only from

later posts on social media and possible reports of participants from their MOs/POs. I managed to

carry out a similar reform in the Polish Young Greens, which used to have a much bigger problem

with that.

3. Further grant possibilities.

Grant projects in recent years have allowed the organization of many wonderful locals. It

will  and  should  be  continued.  However,  as  was  already  discussed  within  European  Young

Greens, organizing an activity requires a much smaller amount of funds, and the allocation of a

large grant and bureaucracy associated with reporting is too severe for the organization. I will

look for the possibility of financing smaller financial grants for MOs/POs throughout the whole

year.

My knowledge and experience also allow me to conscientiously perform other duties of an

EC member, such as continued support for Ukraine, co-creation and participation in educational

projects, further developing the structures or raising topics related to Eastern Europe in the entire

(Young) Green movement in Europe under the mandate given by GA.

Being a member of the Executive Committee is a very demanding task that requires
inter-cultural competences,  working under pressure,  deadlines,  in non-familiar
environment, dedication to the goals, and this being online work.  Please explain
briefly your ability to respond to these challenges and requirements: 
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I am used to and experienced in such work. Since 2018, I have been a member of the
board  or  a  person  responsible  for  educational  projects  in  political  organizations
working  in  this  way:  in  2018-20  and  from  2022  in  Polish  Young  Greens,  in  the
meantime in the local Dialog Lębork Association. I'm on a scholarship this year, so I
also have plenty of time to devote to politics on a weekly basis.

What would you like to be responsible for in  the network during this mandate?
What are your competences?

As I described in the postulates, I would like to be co-responsible for communication, 
primarily internal, but also external - primarily political positions. I was responsible for
this in the Polish Young Greens. Several years of experience in non-formal education 
also allow me to deal with part of the work plan. Plus conscientious ongoing work.

Your working language(s):

Polish, English

This application is ONLY valid if is uploaded to cdn.discuss.green, with CV and has 
letter of your support of your organisation or any of Member or Partner 
Organisations of CDN. Each Executive Committee candidate needs to fill in this form 
in order to register to attend the GA.

Name of the applicant: 

Igor Skórzybót

Date:   

26.01.2023

DEADLINE for submitting your candidacy is 7  th   of   February   at 23:59 CET. However, the 
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earlier you apply the more chance delegates will have to see your candidacy on 

cdn.discuss.green. According to Internal Rules of Procedure, EC candidacies can 
be received until 30 days prior to the GA.

Within 1 day you will receive a confirmation e mail that your candidacy has been 
received (if you do not get such e mail, you can contact us at 
giorgi.ptskialadze  @cdnee.org  . 

Don't forget you still need to register your participation on the GA by filling in the 
REGISTRATION FORM

ONCE FILLING THIS APPLICATION, YOU SHOULD UPLOAD THIS WITH OTHER REQUIRED
DOCUMENTS 

HERE

General Assembly 2023



Igor Skórzybót
Candidate for Executive Comittee

Warszawa, Poland
igor.skorzybot@partiazieloni.pl
Twitter: @igorskorzybot
Facebook: @igorskorzybot

WORK/ORGANIZATION HISTORY

Stowarzyszenie Ostra Zieleń – Polish Young Greens

EC Member / International Secretary
2022-03 –

Spokesperson/Co-Spokesperson
2018-06 – 2020-03

Wrocław University of Technology – CLARIN-PL
Independent O�cer
2022-02 –  2022-09

Federation of Young European Greens/Greens/EFA in the
European Parliament – Project Intern/Rights&Democracy
Intern
2021-02 –  2021-07

Laboratory of Experimental Philosophy, University of
Warsaw – Student in the research project "Processing of word
order in Polish".
2019-07 –  2020-07

Dialog, Lębork – EC Member
2019-09 – 2021-03

Co-founder of the local anti-discrimination NGO.

EDUCATION

University of Warsaw – M. A., Language and Society
2021-10 -

Master thesis “Analysis of the discourse on Europe in the posters of
political parties in the 2019 EP elections”

University of Warsaw – BSc. in Cognitive Science
2017-10 - 2020-07

Bachelor thesis “The impact of the word order in Polish on the
processing of information contained in a sentence.”

SKILLS

people management skills
acquired while building and
working in the management
board of two organizations

organizational skills acquired
by organizing o�ine and
online workshops, including
one international and one
scientific conference

non-formal education
background gained by
conducting several workshops,
also online, for Polish (Young)
Greens  and participation in
seven international green
events

good contact skills with pupils
and students gained by
conducting workshops for
schools and participating in the
“Leader of global
responsibility” course
organized by the Instytut
Globalnej Odpowiedzialności
(EN: “Institute of Global
Responsibility”)

excellent communication skills
in social media confirmed by
running social media of the
organization with a monthly
reach of 150,000 people

basic knowledge of Python and
R acquired at the university



SOME IMPORTANT PROJECTS

“Young Green Local Government II: Movement
organisation plan for future local government o�cials”
local action as a part of CDN workplan – Project Manager
2020-08 - 2020-12

“Young Local Green Government” event organized as part
of FYEG’s Young Greens Recovery Program – Project
Manager
2020-08 - 2020-12

“Why to Participate” CDN event in Skopje – Prep Team
Member
2022-04

“(Really) Public Transport” Webinar Series
2020-05

Conducting webinars for Polish (Young) Greens

“Dialog” in Brussels – Prep-team Member
2019-12

Co-responsible for a group of young people during a visit at the
invitation of EP

“Turning Chaos into Progress” Hackathon, Katowice –
Prep-team Member
2019-08 - 2019-11

Writing the substantive part of the project, conducting an introductory
session, informal education and external promotion of the event.

Election Campaign, Pomorskie Voivodeship – Candidate
2018-10 - 2019-10

Leading the parliamentary campaign as an only Green candidate in the
region, mostly in rural areas.

COP24 March for Climate, Katowice – Co-organizer
2018-10 - 2018-12

The promotion of the event in Social Media, the preparation of the youth
narrative.

“Social Commons” FYEG Seminar, Warsaw –
Local-prep-team Member
2018-01 - 2018-03

Help in organization and logistics.

LANGUAGES

Polish: Native
English: C1
German: A2



Stowarzyszenie Ostra Zieleń
Piękna 1b/22
00-539 Warszawa
ostra@partiazieloni.pl
ostra-zielen.pl

Letter of support

Dear Friends,

I am pleased to inform you that „Ostra Zieleń” – Polish Young Greens wholeheartedly
recommends and supports the candidacy of Igor Skórzybót for the Executive Committee of CDN
– Cooperation and Development Network Eastern Europe.

Igor Skórzybót has been one of the most experienced and committed members of Ostra Zieleń.
He has supported the organisation i.a. as a Co-spoke. He is currently overseeing the activities
and expansion of the Warsaw’s group, one of our fastest growing groups, as its Co-chair; while
simultaneously serving as an International Secretary and EC member on the national level. He is
reliable, focused, and has a great eye for detail, especially when it comes to procedural and
legal nuances.

To list just a few of the projects he has actively overseen or worked on, he has been responsible
for the creation of many of our educational work plans, planned and implemented an exchange
and subsequent cooperation between Polish and German Young Greens, and is currently
responsible for the creation of the transparency policy and internal rules.

Furthermore, Igor has a great understanding and knowledge of the contemporary political and
socio-economic situation of countries of many of CDN’s member and partner organisations. He
is very much capable of bringing practical solutions and ideas to the table, and making the
enterprises fit for real-life action. Having previously interned with FYEG in Brussels, he is also
well equipped to cultivate partnerships with Western European countries and institutions.
Importantly, he has a good understanding of the benefits that come from good project
management (e.g., grant opportunities).

Personally, as a person involved in the work of an international organisation (FYEG), I believe
that Igor is the right person for the position at this important time and will provide
development and vision in line with green values and close to all MOs.

We are confident that his commitment, experience and ideas will enrich the CDN Executive

Committee.

On behalf of „Ostra Zieleń” – Polish Young Greens,

Lena Anna Kuklińska

Co-chair and EC member



EC2 Dainis Miglāns

Proposers:
Agenda item: 6. Executive Committee Candidates

Age:
19

Gender:
cis male

Organisation:
Protests

Your E-mail Address:
dmiglans03@gmail.com

Introduction

Hey!

My name is Dainis, I am from Daugavpils, Latvia and I am running
for the Executive Committee of CDN! I have been active in CDN for a
few years now and I want to give my knowledge and experience to
improve CDN.

1. We need to be ready to be the change!

Eastern Europe is a very underprivileged region and it might be
really hard for the Young Green activists to fight for the change,
while not seeing any chances to actually change anything. CDNmust
become a network, that would empower Eastern European Young
Green activists. We need to understand, what they really need and
then try to help them. CDN is doing a great job educating young
activists, so now it is time to try to help them practically. But before
that…

2. CDN has to raise its own capacities!

The lack of capacities in CDN is very noticeable. The new EC must
find ways to fix it. CDN will not be able to help young people make
the change if it is not able to organize its own work proficiently. If
elected, this would be my first time in the EC of CDN, so, for me, the
existing problems regarding capacity are yet to be acknowledged.
But I’m sure that there is a possibility to solve these problems!

3. CDN has to go public!

Nowadays, a huge part of activism is in social media. CDN
must follow the trends and it should improve its social media
communication. CDN’s social media could be used to raise awareness
about topics, that are important to us, CDN could create social media
campaigns, and so on. As I mentioned above, the capacities are yet
to be acknowledged, which means, the way to do this is not clear yet.
It could be achieved by creating a group of volunteers, who would
work on the content, or maybe by even reforming the responsibilities
of the Office.

There is more information about me and my goals in the application
and the CV, so you can check that :)

See you in Warsaw!
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Application for Executive Committee Member 

 

Name:    Dainis Surname: 

  

 Miglāns 

Gender: cis male Age: 19 

 

Nationality and Country of residence: 

 

Latvian, Latvia 

Home address (postal address): Tartu iela 2a-32, LV-5422, Daugavpils, Latvia 

Mobile phone number: +371 29 681 463 

E mail address:   dmiglans03@gmail.com 

 

Name of your organisation: 

 

Protests 

Please explain your role in the organisation 

(member, activist, volunteer, position) and your 

main responsibilities: 

 

Just finished my term as the spokesperson of Protests. My 

main responsibilities were – organizing the work of the EC, 

coordinating activities of the Working groups, giving public 

statements, and working with documents. 

I am an ordinary member of the organization at the 

moment. 

Phone number of your organisation: 

 

- 

E mail address of your organisation: 

 

protestsjaunatne@gmail.com 
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General Assembly 2023 

Web site of your organisation: 

 

protests.eu 

 

What is your motivation to become Executive Committee member: 

 

I truly believe in the power of CDN, but I see that the Network has come into several difficulties, that can 

still be fixed. I would like the new EC to be a crisis-management team and I am ready to join it. I want to use 

my experience of managing the work in an organization of ~130 people all over Latvia for the good of CDN, 

as well as I would love to get a new experience that would be provided by being in the EC of CDN for sure.  

CDN has to become an organization, that prepares young activists from Eastern Europe to be the real 

change in their countries. This can be achieved by not only educating activists but also empowering them. 

 

 

 

 

Please, shortly present your previous CDN experience: 

 

Prep-team member at “Work that Works for all: Shaping Europe’s Future of Work” in 2021 and “Green 

Cities for Sustainable Planet” in 2022 in Budapest, Hungary. 

Local prep-team member at 2nd phase of the “We are the future, but we are here NOW” work plan in Rīga, 

Latvia in 2022.  

“Protests” delegate at the CDN GA in 2021 and 2022. 

Participant in the training “Cities for All – How?” in Novi Sad, Serbia, and GUMPLA cross-regional 

meeting in Tirana in 2021. 
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What is your vision for our Network? Is there anything you would like to improve, implement or set for the future 

during your mandate? 

 

First of all, I would need to acknowledge all the existing problems. For that, conversations with the office 

and the former EC members are needed. 

At this moment I would like to work on strengthening the capacities of CDN. It is impossible to strengthen 

the capacities of MOs and POs if CDN itself lacks it. Then, a strategy on how to support the Young Green 

organizations in Eastern Europe should be created. The social media of CDN should also be strengthened, 

public communication should be modernized.  

Being a member of the Executive Committee is a very demanding task that requires inter-cultural competences, 

working under pressure, deadlines, in non-familiar environment, dedication to the goals, and this being online work.  

Please explain briefly your ability to respond to these challenges and requirements: 

 

I am used to online work since my term as Secretary-General in “Protests” was during the Covid restrictions 

and during my term as Spokesperson I lived in Daugavpils, while the majority of the team was living in Rīga. 

It is much easier to work for me when there are goals set so that I can structure the way to achieve them.  

 

What would you like to be responsible for in the network during this mandate? What are your competences? 

 

I would like to focus on how the internal work is organized so that there is meaning in the effort, that is 

made both by the Office and EC. Also, the outputs of the work of CDN should be more public and visible, 

by strengthening the social media of CDN, which is mentioned above. 

 

 

 

Your working language(s): 
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Latvian, English, Ukrainian, Norwegian 

 

This application is ONLY valid if is uploaded to cdn.discuss.green, with CV and has letter of your support of your 

organisation or any of Member or Partner Organisations of CDN. Each Executive Committee candidate needs to 

fill in this form in order to register to attend the GA. 

 

 

Name of the applicant: 

Dainis Miglāns 

 

Date:    

05.02.2022. 

 

 

DEADLINE for submitting your candidacy is 7th of February at 23:59 CET. However, the earlier you apply the more 

chance delegates will have to see your candidacy on cdn.discuss.green. According to Internal Rules of Procedure, EC 

candidacies can be received until 30 days prior to the GA. 

Within 1 day you will receive a confirmation e mail that your candidacy has been received (if you do not get such e mail, 

you can contact us at giorgi.ptskialadze@cdnee.org. 

 

Don't forget you still need to register your participation on the GA by filling in the REGISTRATION FORM 

 

ONCE FILLING THIS APPLICATION, YOU SHOULD UPLOAD THIS WITH OTHER REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

HERE 



 

DAINIS MIGLĀNS 
Daugavpils, Latvia · Candidate for Executive Committee 

dmiglans03@gmail.com · IG&TW: @miglaanz 

 

EXPERIENCE 

FEBRUARY 2023 -  

PARLIAMENTARY ASSISTANT, THE PARLIAMENT OF LATVIA 

JANUARY 2022 – JANUARY 2023 

SPOKESPERSON, PROTESTS 

JANUARY 2021 – JANUARY 2022  

SECRETARY GENERAL, PROTESTS 

EDUCATION 

SEPTEMBER 2020 – JULY 2023 

A HUMAN AND SOCIETY, DAUGAVPILS STATE GYMNASIUM 

 

LANGUAGES 
 

 LATVIAN: NATIVE 

 ENGLISH: C1 

 GERMAN: C1 

 NORWEGIAN: C1 

 UKRAINIAN: B1 

 
CDN EXPERIENCE 

 Prep-team member at “Work that Works for all: Shaping Europe’s Future of Work” in 2021 and 

“Green Cities for Sustainable Planet” in 2022 in Budapest, Hungary; 

 Local prep-team member at 2nd phase of the “We are the future, but we are here NOW” work 

plan in Rīga, Latvia in 2022; 

 “Protests” delegate at the CDN GA in 2021 and 2022; 

 Participant in the training “Cities for All – How?” in Novi Sad, Serbia, and GUMPLA cross-regional 

meeting in Tirana in 2021. 



Riga, 5th February 2023

Dear Cooperation and Development Network Eastern Europe,

On behalf of Protests, I am happy to announce our support for Dainis Miglāns as a member of the
Executive Committee of the Cooperation and Development Network Eastern Europe.

We are certain that Dainis would be a very valuable asset to your Executive Committee not only because
of the previous experience of leading our organisation, but also because of the passion and dedication he
has shown towards CDN.

There is no doubt that he is a very qualified candidate and has our full support.

Yours sincerely,

the Chairwoman of the board of “Protests”

Marta Bogustova



EC3 Yevheniia Bryhinets

Proposers:
Agenda item: 6. Executive Committee Candidates

Age:
23

Gender:
Female

Organisation:
Protests

Your E-mail Address:
yevheniia.bryhinets@gmail.com

Introduction

Heyo dear people!

Since my CDN journey began in 2021, there have been ups and
downs for both of us. Preparatory teams, participation in events,
getting along with green community, international support when it
was needed, arguments, heavy discussions about future with various
views on crucial things – these all have led to desire to not only
observe the changes made by youth in Eastern Europe, but also to
take a part in them.

So I am happy to apply for the CDN EC one more time to continue
my way here and support the green wave, even though the times we
are going through are hard and the war which force us to adjust our
lives to it is still raging.

Look forward to see you soon!

Stay safe.
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Application for Executive Committee Member 

 

Name: Yevheniia Surname: 

  

 Bryhinets 

Gender: Female Age: 23 

 

Nationality and Country of residence: Ukrainian, Ukraine 

Home address (postal address): 13 Shepeleva st., Solomiansky dist., Kyiv, 03061, 
Ukraine  

Mobile phone number: +380960637227 

E mail address:   yevheniia@cdnee.org 

yevheniia.bryhinets@gmail.com 

 

Name of your organisation: Protests 

Please explain your role in the 
organisation and your main 
responsibilities: 

Member 

Phone number of your organisation: - 

E mail address of your organisation: valde@protests.eu 

Web site of your organisation: protests.eu 
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 What is your motivation to become Executive Committee member: 

 I was by-elected to the 2022 EC in half a year after the beginning of the mandate, it 
was challenging to get into the process, but once the introduction was done and 
things became clear, the understanding that I can contribute my experience and 
learn a lot from other people involved evolved. 

So, I want to continue my way with CDN, to make sure that everything that can be 
done from my side is done. Because Eastern Europe both as a geopolitical region and 
as a community is important. It is inappropriate that we still must prove it and as the 
youth of this region we are the ones to change the perception. 

 

 Please, shortly present your previous CDN experience: 

 Executive Committee member – July 2022 - March 2023; 

Preparatory team member: Series of webinars ‘Future of green peace and security’ – 
October 2022 – February 2023, 

Study Session ‘Green Cities for Sustainable Planet’ – November 2022, Budapest, 

Cross-Regional Meeting GUMPLA – October 2021, Tirana, 

Regional Meeting RUMB – July 2021, Chisinău; 

Participant: Conference ‘Future of Eastern Europe’ – June 2022, Riga, 

Training Course ‘Skills for massive youth activisation’ – June 2022, Riga, 

Study Session ‘Work that works for all’ – November 2021, Budapest. 



APPLICATION FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2023 

9-12 March 

WARSAW, POLAND 

 

 

General Assembly 2023 

 What is your vision for our Network? Is there anything you would like to improve, implement 
or set for the future during your mandate? 

 CDN is an organisation with a great potential and young people who contributing to the 
Network are this potential themselves. And there is always a way to improve the 
capacities of the organization to create the space for green activists from Eastern 
Europe where they feel safe and supported to implement their ideas. The transparent 
and on time communication is a key to the latter, so set up mechanisms and clear 
responsibility division should be in mind during the whole mandate for every EC 
member.  
Other considerable point coming from the previous is to keep track on wellbeing and 
workflow of both Secretariat and EC. Being overwhelmed with the tasks and the amount 
of work to do is never a good practice, meaning that the schedule should be regulated 
appropriately and be available to other EC and Secretariat members. 
Also, for the last year CDN has become more political, which is a cool path to follow, so 
more statements and more positions to raise awareness of our Mo’s/Po’s/Oo’s and by 
our Mo’s/Po’s/Oo’s is something that we can have capacities to do. 

 Being a member of the Executive Committee is a very demanding task that requires inter-
cultural competences, working under pressure, deadlines, in non-familiar environment, 
dedication to the goals, and this being online work.  Please explain briefly your ability to 
respond to these challenges and requirements: 

 I understand the responsibility and special features of being an EC member and I am 
ready to handle them. I have previously worked under the pressure and under deadlines 
implementing educational projects, as well as participating in CDN activities, so I can 
imagine the workload well. 

Also, the half mandate experience gave the vision of the network from the very inside 
and I am willing to continually work on and within it. 



APPLICATION FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2023 

9-12 March 

WARSAW, POLAND 

 

 

General Assembly 2023 

 What would you like to be responsible for in the network during this mandate? What are your 
competences? 

 I would like to work on the implementation of the Work Plan, take part in the activity 
creating and preparing processes, as I have been in different Preparatory Teams and 
in the EC and know how it works. Also, I can be involved in financial related affairs, as 
my capitalistic economics education gave me the knowledge of these :) 
And of course I would like to share and contribute my experience with and to the newly 
elected EC. 

 Your working language(s): 

 Ukrainian, English 

 

This application is ONLY valid if is uploaded to cdn.discuss.green, with CV and has letter of your 
support of your organisation or any of Member or Partner Organisations of CDN. Each 
Executive Committee candidate needs to fill in this form in order to register to attend the GA. 

 

 

Name of the applicant:  

Yevheniia Bryhinets 

 

Date:    

06/02/2023 

 

 

DEADLINE for submitting your candidacy is 7th of February at 23:59 CET. However, the earlier you 

apply the more chance delegates will have to see your candidacy on cdn.discuss.green. 

According to Internal Rules of Procedure, EC candidacies can be received until 30 days prior to 



APPLICATION FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2023 

9-12 March 

WARSAW, POLAND 

 

 

General Assembly 2023 

the GA. 

Within 1 day you will receive a confirmation e mail that your candidacy has been received (if 
you do not get such e mail, you can contact us at giorgi.ptskialadze@cdnee.org. 

 

Don't forget you still need to register your participation on the GA by filling in the REGISTRATION 
FORM 

 

ONCE FILLING THIS APPLICATION, YOU SHOULD UPLOAD THIS WITH OTHER REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

HERE 



YEVHENIIA 
BRYHINETS

23 Y .O.
KYIV,  UKRAINE

E X P E R I E N C E

2021 - Present

Web-site administration  

 

Leading Content Manager

2019-2020

Project Manager Assistant

Assisting in organisation events

(logistics, finances)

 

E D U C A T I O N

2016-2020

National Aviation University, Social Sciences 
Bachelor of International Economics 

2020-2021

Master of International Economics 
National Aviation University, Social Sciences 

C O N T A C T  I N F O

+380960637227

yevheniia.bryhinets@gmail.com

Tg: @noitatsyalp
A C T I V I S M

T R A I N I N G S

Essentials of Non-Formal Education

Training Course 05-12.02.2023,

Strasbourg

Skills for massive youth activisation

Training Course 08-12.06.2022, Riga

 

 

 

 

 

IA Bring your tote-bag, but smash the system (summer
2023 (upcoming)),
StS Green cities for sustainable planet (autumn 2022),
CrRM GUMPLA (autumn 2021),
Gender and Democracy Summer Camp (summer 2021),
RM RUMB (summer 2021),
Trainings for youth "PolitECOlogy" (2021);

CDN Executive Committee member (2nd half of 2022-2023
mandate);

Preparatory team member:

Co-organiser of CDN Campaign "Future of Green Peace and
Security" - series of webinars (winter 2022-2023);

Volunteer in Soloma Kitties (Ukrainian Charity Foundation)
(from February 2022);

Member of Fighting Russian Imperialism WG (from winter
2022);

Co-organiser of GYoU series of webinars about feminism
"Scream if you want to" (autumn-winter 2021).



Riga, 2nd February 2023

Dear Cooperation and Development Network Eastern Europe,

On behalf of Protests, I am happy to announce our continuous support for Yevheniia Bryhinets as a
member of the Executive Committee of the Cooperation and Development Network Eastern Europe.

I believe Yevheniia Bryhinets to be an experienced and ambitious person and thus a qualified candidate.
From our previous experiences with her, we have been left with a great impression and believe her
candidacy should be supported.

I am confident that she would continue to be a valuable asset to the Executive Committee.

Yours sincerely,

the Chairwoman of the board of “Protests”

Marta Bogustova



EC4 Natalia Novikova

Proposers:
Agenda item: 6. Executive Committee Candidates

Age:
21

Gender:
female

Organisation:
Zelena omladina Srbije (Green
youth of Serbia)

Your E-mail Address:
novikovanatalijaa@gmail.com

Introduction

Hello, my name is Natalia. I’m 21, and here are a few facts about
me:

• I only joined the Green youth of Serbia in the middle of last
year, but I have been involved in eco-activism and green
politics for years before that.

• There was a time when I did not believe that climate change
was real, was sure that feminists just hate men, and was
mildly homophobic—now Im an eco-activist, an
intersectional feminist, and openly queer. So I know firsthand
that people can change, and when people change, so does
the world. And the community of people I have found during
these years is why I will never lose hope in humanity.

• I view art as one of the best ways of raising awareness and
performance, photography and videography are my favorite
mediums.

• I live in Serbia, but I was born and spent the first 11 years of
my life in Russia. I strongly oppose Putin’s regime and
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, so I have made several
performances, participated in protests here in Belgrade, and
still donate regularly to the Ukrainian army and refugee
centers.



Application for Executive Committee Member

Name: Natalia Surname: Novikova

Gender: female Age: 21

Nationality and Country of residence: Russian, Serbia

Home address (postal address):

Nehruova 64/19, Belgrade, Serbia

Mobile phone number:

+381613044550

E mail address:

novikovanatalijaa@gmail.com

Name of your organisation:

Green youth of Serbia

Please explain your role in the organisation
(member, activist, volunteer, position) and your
main responsibilities:

Member — my main responsibilities are (as
the structure is horizontal):

● Regularly attending the
meetings

● Participating in decision making
● Support in the execution of the

events and actions organizing
● Member of the working group

for forming the youth wing
Phone number of your organisation: +381 69 3336036

E mail address of your organisation: kancelarija@zelenaomladina.org

Web site of your organisation:  https://zelenaomladina.home.blog/

What is your motivation to become Executive Committee member:



Since the moment I started my activist journey, I have been among the youngest, if not the
youngest person in every room and in every meeting. I know what it’s like to have your voice
not heard, and so the CDNs mission of uplifting young people is very dear to me. Besides that, I
would love to learn more about implementing green politics in the context of East Europe,
especially the Balkans,  and to work closely with other organizations and movements across
Eastern Europe since the only way we can succeed is if we work together and share our
experiences.
The skills I’ve acquired during my activism and volunteering can be useful for the CDN. Still, I
also realize I have a lot to learn, especially in organizing bigger scale events.

Please, shortly present your previous CDN experience:

Since joining ZOS, I carefully followed the activities of CDN through meeting agendas. This
year, I have applied and been selected as a Prep Team member of the Eastern European Climate
Summer Camp. I have actively participated in completing the annual network assessment
survey. Lastly, I also attended EGP Networks Gathering —  Europride2022 together with
members of the CDN Secretariat in Belgrade at the National Parliament and at different venues.

What is your vision for our Network? Is there anything you would like to improve, implement or set for
the future during your mandate?

CDN is what links so many green organizations together. I would love for that connection to
grow stronger to empower our members and partners to build a world of equality we all strive
for. Improving personal relationships and sharing experiences among the members seems very
important to me since it’s how we can make the CDN itself a safer place with even more
solidarity. Eastern Europe can often appear as a place where is no hope for democracy or
human rights, I have sure felt like it from time to time, and that is why the sense of community
and support from like-minded young people can often be as valuable as other resources CDN
provides.

Being a member of the Executive Committee is a very demanding task that requires inter-cultural
competences, working under pressure, deadlines, in non-familiar environment, dedication to the goals,
and this being online work. Please explain briefly your ability to respond to these challenges and
requirements:

My family moved a lot when I was a child; when I was eleven, we moved to Serbia from
Russia, and I had to go to a school full of teenagers with zero knowledge of the Serbian
language. That experience, combined with psychotherapy, has made me resilient to new
environments and pressure. Since high school, I have worked on multiple projects in both
academic and activist environments, all of them with deadlines and many with last-minute
changes.



What would you like to be responsible for in the network during this mandate? What are your
competences?

I would like to be an active member of the network, empower the voices of the member
organizations and be a part of the working groups. I have years of experience organizing events,
protests, actions, workshops, and performances; communicating with the press and police;
creating digital campaigns, and more.

Your working language(s):

English (C1), Russian (mother tong), Serbian (C2)

This application is ONLY valid if is uploaded to cdn.discuss.green, with CV and has letter of your
support of your organisation or any of Member or Partner Organisations of CDN. Each Executive
Committee candidate needs to fill in this form in order to register to attend the GA.

Name of the applicant: Natalia Novikova Date:   7th of February 2023

DEADLINE for submitting your candidacy is 7
th

of February at 23:59 CET. However, the earlier you

apply the more chance delegates will have to see your candidacy on cdn.discuss.green. According to

Internal Rules of Procedure, EC candidacies can be received until 30 days prior to the GA.
Within 1 day you will receive a confirmation e mail that your candidacy has been received (if you do not
get such e mail, you can contact us at giorgi.ptskialadze@cdnee.org.

Don't forget you still need to register your participation on the GA by filling in the REGISTRATION
FORM

ONCE FILLING THIS APPLICATION, YOU SHOULD UPLOAD THIS WITH OTHER REQUIRED
DOCUMENTS

HERE



+381 61 3044550
novikovanatalijaa@gmail.com

Work Experience:

2022-present — Freelance photographer and videographer

2019-present — Content writer for the Rizo.mi digital magazine
Provide research and write articles for the Rizo.mi magazine, an independent magazine that
talks about the effects of the climate crisis on humanity, climate justice, and other
environmental problems.

2019 — Russian-Serbian interpreter and translator
Cooperated with a Russian producer in Serbia by translating his script and interpreting the
meetings and interviews with newspapers and media agencies.

2017-2019 — Professional model
Worked as a model represented by an agency. This experience taught me how to endure
long hours and extensive physical work.

Volunteering:

2022-present — Zelena omladina Srbije (Green youth of Serbia)
As a member of ZOS involved in organizations day to day activities, supporting the execution
of the events and actions organizing, part of several working groups with the goal of
spreading the green politics in Serbia.

2022-present — Debt for Climate international campaign
Participating in a global campaign to adapt the countries of the global South to the climate
crisis by helping include Serbia in the campaign.

2022-present — The anti-war movement in Serbia
Since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, organized anti-war performances supporting Ukraine
and also have been active in protests as a participant.

2021-present — Extinction Rebellion Serbia movement
One of the co-founders of XR in Serbia. Documenting our performances via video and photo;
creating content for our social media; recruiting new members; communicating with the
press; finding venues for the meetings and workshops; organizing performances, and more.



2021 — Slobodna Zona film festival (the Free Zone)
Provided photographs of the interviews with actors, film writers, and directors and the public’s
reaction to the movies.

2020-present — Marš sa Drine movement
At the beginning of the Marš sa Drine campaign, one of the anti-extractivism movements was
bringing the youth perspective to the movement and empowering young people to join. More
recently have joined the videography team with the goal of increasing the visibility of the
movement and spreading awareness about the RioTintos exploitation.

2019-2021 — Fridays for Future Belgrade movement
Was co-organizing workshops, protest actions, and performances. My responsibilities
included designing promotional material, photographing the events, and ensuring safety for
the youngest participants.

Education:

2016-2020 — High school „Mihailo Pretović Alas,” Belgrade, Serbia
2012-2016 — Middle school „20. oktobar”, Belgrade, Serbia

Skills:

Languages: English (C1), Russian ( mother tong), Serbian (C2)
Adobe programs: Photoshop, Lightroom, Premiere Pro, After Effects

Video and photo production
Teamwork
Problem-solving

Creativity
Critical thinking





Zelena Omladina Srbije
Dr. Dragoslava Popovića 24, Beograd

Letter of support

The Green Youth of Serbia is happy to hereby support Natalia Novikova’s candidacy for the
position of Executive Committee member of Cooperation and Development Network (CDN) for
2023/24.

We’ve had the opportunity to get to know Natalia back in 2019, through joint efforts of members
of ZOS and FFF Serbia in organising locally the biggest climate strike that took place in Serbia.
After this, many other joint actions followed and we were lucky enough to welcome Natalia on
board in the ZOS community in 2022. Natalia had showcased extensive knowledge, curiosity
and great deal of creativity for actions organising - some of which can be seen on Extinction
Rebellion’s IG page (@xr_serbia), another activists’ group she takes part in. She was and still is
active with other movements too, something which only proves additionally her restless will to
work on changing things for the better. Natalia is also very analytical, reflective and has shown a
great deal of understanding and support for overcoming challenges of both the organisation and
its individuals’. She is a great deal of inspiration and a source of learning for many of ZOS
members.

We believe Natalia’s motivation and skills will help grow CDN even more resilient and
sustainable, and that her contribution will mirror a great deal of empowerment in others.

Belgrade, 06.02.2023

On behalf of Green Youth of Serbia,
Co-Secretariat

Milan Zlatanovic

Elena Petrovska
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